Abstract. If M is an abelian branched covering of S3 along a link L, the order of FFX(M) can be expressed in terms of (i) the Alexander polynomials of L and of its sublinks, and (ii) a "redundancy" function characteristic of the monodromy-group. In 1954, the first author thus generalized a result of Fox (for L a knot, in which case the monodromy-group is cyclic and the redundancy trivial); we now prove earlier conjectures and give a simple interpretation of the redundancy. Cyclic coverings of links are discussed as simple special cases.
given such a group GJl and two ii-component links L, and L2, a natural correspondence between the respective coverings C, and C2 can be established, which must be a homeomorphism if L x and L2 are equivalent.
In [19] it was proved that the order of the first homology group of an abelian covering is not determined by the Alexander polynomial of L, but depends also on (i) the Alexander polynomials of sublinks of L, and (ii) a numerical function D(u) of the covering. D(os), which we now call the "redundancy" of the covering, was given by an explicit but very complicated expression; actual values of D(u) were found only for a few very special cases (including the cyclic coverings, and all coverings of 2-component links), though values for some other cases were conjectured.
Hosokawa and Kinoshita later showed [17] that the order Tn(L) of the first homology group of a cyclic1 zz-sheeted covering space of the link L depends only on n and a certain polynomial which is entirely determined by the Alexander polynomial of L. Their result was simpler than that of [19] , because for the coverings they considered the function D(u) is always equal to n, and the Alexander polynomials of the sublinks do not occur; it was subsumed in one of the cases previously known explicitly. Their method, though much simpler than that of [19] , is not applicable to noncyclic coverings; see §11 for examples and further discussion.
One of the purposes of this paper is to prove several explicit and convenient formulae for the redundancy function D(oi), and to demonstrate the truth of all the conjectures of [19] ; it turns out that this "redundancy", which depends only on the structure of the covering and not at all on the link involved, may have some independent value as a tool for studying presentations of finite abelian groups.
Another purpose of this paper is to show certain new restrictions, which must be satisfied by any Z-homology sphere which can occur as an abelian covering of a knot or link. Those restrictions, summarized in Theorem 12.2, can be combined with a recently proven theorem,2 "A cyclic branched covering of a nontrivial knot is never simply-connected", to show (Theorem 13.1) that any simply-connected abelian covering of a link must be 53.
However, it is known [22a] that there is a closed orientable 3-manifold which cannot be obtained as an abelian covering (or even as a regular covering) of any link. We note that J. M. Montesinos has shown [19a] that Sl X Sx X Sx cannot be a cyclic covering of any knot, but it is easy to see that it is an abelian covering of a link.
In any case, our results have extended the validity of the Poincaré conjecture to an enlarged family of 3-manifolds-the abelian branched coverings of links.
This paper consists of two chapters: Chapter I ( § §1-5) presents the purely algebraic results which are our basic tools, while Chapter II ( § §6-14) presents the topological applications of those tools. The essential part of [19] is included in § §6-10, culminating in our main Theorem 10.1, which considerably extends that earlier work. §11 discusses the problem of correctly generalizing to links the notion 'Called in this paper "strictly-cyclic"- §11.
of "cyclic covering" of knots, and presents examples which clarify the relationship of our main theorem with the work of Hosokawa and Kinoshita. In §12 we explain a classical example (due to Seifert) of a Z-homology sphere from our point of view. In §13 we prove the Poincaré conjecture for abelian branched coverings of links. Finally, in §14, we state without proof several related theorems on homology groups of unbranched coverings of links; those theorems imply certain restrictions on the Alexander polynomials of links, and may contribute to the characterization of such polynomials.
Throughout this paper, we work only in the piecewise-linear category, consisting of simplicial complexes and piecewise-linear maps.
The following symbols are used throughout the paper. M' is the transpose of a matrix M.
In is the identity matrix of rank n. On m is the n X m zero matrix; O* m is a zero matrix of m columns.
Mx © M2 © • • • ®Mn is the block diagonal matrix with diagonal blocks
Mx,M2,...,Mn. diag{a,,...,a"} is the « X « matrix with entries ax, a2,...,an on the principal diagonal, zeros elsewhere.
Jn is the set of n elements {1,2,...,«}. §(./") is the symmetric group of permutations on Jn. GL(«, R) is the general linear group of degree n over a commutative ring R. D indicates the end of a lemma, theorem, proposition, or corollary. For g, in a group G, (gx,... ,gm) is the subgroup of G generated by g"... ,gm. For a subgroup H of G, \ H | is the order of H.
ForgEG,\g\ = \(g)\. Q is the field of complex numbers. Ap is the free abelian group of rank ii; we take its generators to be tx, t2,... ,t . Zn is the cyclic group of order n.
Z is the ring of integers.
S3 is the 3-sphere.
G(L) is the fundamental group of the complement S3 -L of the link L. aßx or xttß may be used for a(ß(x)) or (xß)a, where a and ß are maps.
Chapter I 1. The terminant of a matrix. The elementary divisors ex, e2.e" of an n X n integral matrix M are related to the eigenvalues Xx, X2,.. .,Xn of M in an obvious way, since n n ]\e, = det(M)= IU,.
1=1 . f=1
However, if M is singular, both products vanish and the above relation gives no new information.
In case we know a matrix R, whose rows happen to express all the dependencies among the rows of M, and whose rows also express the dependencies among the columns of M, we can find a deeper relation between the nonzero elementary divisors and the nonzero eigenvalues, using the numerical function of R which we call the terminant.
Let 6 be a principal ideal domain. Let R be an n X n matrix over 0. Definition 1.1. The terminant F(R) is defined as the product of the nonzero elementary divisors of the symmetric matrix RR' over 0.
We ask: Under what conditions will the terminants of two matrices be equal? We note that F(R) is not an invariant under the usual equivalence relation, as is shown by the following example.
Example. Let R, = (1,2) and R2 = (1,0) be matrices over Z. Then F(RX) = 5 but F(R2) = 1. On the other hand, F(R'X) = F(R'2) = 1.
We define the relation of /--equivalence as follows. It is important, for our subsequent use of these results, to note that the ratio (nA,)/(IIe,) is determined solely by the matrix R of dependencies of M. Lemma 2.1. Let X be an n X m matrix over the reals, and Y an m X n matrix. Then det(In + XY) = det(Im+YX).
Proof. Both determinants retain the same value if we extend X and Y with rows or columns of zeros to produce square matrices X', Y'; thus it suffices to prove the lemma for square matrices. Since the determinant is a continuous function, we may assume X, Y nonsingular. But then det(/ + *y) = det(X~l(I + XY)X) = det(/ + YX). D Let co: A^ -» c>(Jn) be a transitive permutation representation of A . That is, co is a homomorphism from A into the symmetric group §(/"). Since we only consider transitive representations, we simply call co a representation. uA is denoted by 911, and co/, by mf for i = 1,2,... ,ju. Definition 3.1. A standard representation matrix will be defined corresponding to each of the generators /,, t2,...,t of Aß. The zth standard representation matrix of co is denoted by R,(co), or simply by B¡, and is defined as the (0,1) matrix whose columns correspond to elements of Jn, with each row the characteristic function of a cycle of m¡. The rest of § §3 and 4 are devoted to deriving an explicit formula for the terminant F(co) of a representation co.
If the standard representation matrix R,(co) has n¡ rows, and X, is the order of «(/,), then /z,A, = n. where n,, denotes n, + n-, + ■ +v Proof. Since the sum of the first nu rows is equal to the sum of the last n rows, rank R(co) < na + n -1; but rank R(co) > nu + n -1 since co is transitive, so rank R(co) = na + n -1.
(2) follows from the Binet-Cauchy formula; see for example [18a, p. 38]. D Now actual computation shows that (3.1)
Since the sum of the first nu rows (and columns) of R(co)R(co)' is equal to the sum of the last n rows (and columns) and since the rank of R(co)R(co)' is nu + n -1, it follows that F(co) is given by the value of any principal minor of order »u + n -1 in R(co)R(co)', and hence In order to obtain a formula for F(co), it only remains to find the eigenvalues of C(«).
Let Z = {£,, f2>-• ■ >£"} be the set of irreducible representations of co(Aß) over the field Q of complex numbers, with f, the trivial representation.
Let t: S(7") -» GL(/z, Z) be a matrix representation as before. Since co(/4M) is abelian, the matrices P¡ = tco(/,) commute; therefore, there exists a matrix T that diagonalizes all P¡ simultaneously. In fact, FF,T-|=diag{s,co(/,),f2co(/,),...,f"co(/,)}. Now Lemma 3.1(3) implies that To prove Proposition 4.1, we need two lemmas concerning the nonnegative integers ax, a2,...,a".
We denote by (ax, a2,...,an) the greatest common divisor of ax,a2,...,an, and by [ax, a2,...,an] their least common multiple. Then it is easy to prove by induction on m the following lemmas. Proof. Sufficiency follows from (4.5) and the fact that //, n G, = 1. Z)(co)= li//nr= ,/-, = «.
/)(co) < « iff some r¡> 1. D
Remark. The elements of G* are precisely the elements of 91L for which no single generator m, is indispensable; this is the reason for the choice of the name "redundancy" for the function D(u).
Product formulae for the redundancy D(u). Given two representations co,:
Ap -» %(Jn ) and co2: A -> S(Jn ), we define the product representation co, X co2:
Although the transitivity of co, and co2 does not in general imply that of co, X co2, in most cases discussed in this section the transitivity of co, X co2 will follow from those of co, and co2. We would like to find simple relationships between D(ux), D(u2), and £>(co0), where co0 denotes co, X co2. The following example shows that D(co0) need not equal Z)(cO|) • D(u2) unless additional conditions are imposed on co, and co2.
Example. Let co,: Ax -* S(/2) and co2: A2 -» S(74) be defined by f, -(12) 1 Ji,- (13)(24) ..../■ and o>7: < . .
Then by Theorem 4.4, D(ux) = 1 and £>(co2) = 2, while D(ux X co2) = 1. D There are two special cases in which the simple product formula can be proven; first, when co, X co2 is a direct product (defined below); and second, when g.c.d.(/z,, n2) = 1. We introduce some additional notation to facilitate the proofs.
Let G, (z = 0,1,2; y = 1,2,...,/*) denote the subgroup of u^A^) that is generated by the p -1 elementsu¡(tx),...,a¡(tX.. Chapter II 6. The modified over presentation of the group of a link. We introduce some notation which will be used in the remainder of this paper.
L -Kx Ui2U • • • UK denotes a link of p components in S3, and G(L) is the link group of L, i.e., the fundamental group of S3 -L. P(G) -(xkl: r¡j)^ is an over presentation of G(L), as described in [13] , where i, k = l,2,...,tt; /= 1,2,... ,vk; j = l,2,...,c,; xkJ represents a meridian of Kk; and r¡¡ is of the form
where p, and w,y are words in the symbols xj~jl.
Denote by xp the abelianization of G(L); that is, xp is the natural homomorphism
= Ap, with xff -tk. xp can be extended to a ring homomorphism from ZG(L) -ZA . For simplicity, we use the same symbol xp for this ring homomorphism.
If tt:
, with ttG(L) abelian and transitive, then we can find a unique map co: A -» §(7") such that icxp = tt. We use the notation /w, = co/, for z = 1,2,... ,ii, and 91L = uA^ as before.
U"(L) and M"(L) are, respectively, the unbranched covering space of S3 -L and the branched covering space of S3 along L determined by tt, or equivalently by co, or by the sequence of elements mx, m2,... ,m^ E §(/"). 91L is the monodromy-group of those coverings. As before, t: S(7") -GL(«,Z) is a regular matrix representation, and Zw (or simply Z) will denote the set f,, f2,... ,f" of irreducible representations of 'DTL into 6, with f, the trivial representation.
The first lemma we prove in this section is Lemma 6.1. (2,.J(drIJ/dxkJ))'l"t-= 0 for each k, I.
Proof. Let P(G) = (yty. qkJ) be the dual presentation to P(G) (see [13] ). Then by the fundamental formula of the free differential calculus, we have Let F be the free group generated by xkl. Then obviously (R¡j, R,)7" = (r¡j)F> and hence (R, , R,} forms a complete set of relators for G(L). Next, replace the old generators xk ¡ by new generators £k, akl, with ¡¡,k = jc¿ â nd ak ¡ -xk ¡^k ', and rewrite R/; w,.
• and R, 7 in terms of these generators; thus Thus, we have a new presentation P'(G(L)) for G(L):
R'(G(L)) = (|"a,,/:R"R,,i>.
We need a further modification for P(G(L)). Given an element iv = 2™=, a,-/!,-in ZF, where a, G Z, and h¿ E F, we write gw = n /j,ga'/ii=i It is known (see for example [6] ) that Alexander matrices of isotopic links are equivalent, so that the equivalence-class of A(P*) is an invariant of the link L.
Let v denote vx + v2 + ■ ■ ■ +v Proposition 6.2. The Alexander matrix A(P*) of the modified over presentation P* is av X v matrix over ZAp which satisfies the following.
( 1 ) £]f* = tk and ik represents a meridian of Kk.
(2)atJEG'(L)(i.e.aif=l). (3) OR,. j/dakJf* = 8ik ■ ¿¡,,mod(l -t,). (4)(dS,/dakl)^ = 0mod(l-t,).
(5) (dS,/dtk)** = Omod(l -t,)for i =£ k.
(6)2f=1(aV8i*)** = 0.
(7)2ï=I(3Aiy/3{t)**(l-/il) = 0.
(8)2f=,O5,/3«A/)w = 0.
Proof. (1) and (2) are obvious. Direct calculations prove (3)-(6). (7) follows from the fundamental formula of the free differential calculus. Finally, (8) Then we have the following important theorem.
Theorem 7.1 (The Implicit Branch Relation Theorem). /(R0)t" is equivalent to [M 0¿,"-i+" ], with M as above.
Let P¡ denote the n X n permutation matrix ttt<P(x¡); then (1 -x,)T"'f' = / -P¡.
We see that R,(/ -P¡) = 0 and (/ -R) • B\ = 0. Now / -R, has nullity n, and there exists a nonsingular integer matrix T¡ such that the n X n matrix (/ -P¡)T¡ = U¡ contains exactly /z, zero columns; let those be the columns numberedy',, y2,... ,y" . Now we create a new matrix Ü¡ from U¡, for each k -1,2,...,«,, we replace the zero vector in column jk by a unit vector with 1 in the jk row and 0 elsewhere. It is easy to show that R,i?, is an «, X /z matrix of zeros and ones, with a single 1 in each row, and that the columns containing these nonzero entries comprise an identity matrix of order «,; it follows that the matrix ND, with those nx + n2 + ■•-+n = /z" columns deleted, is equivalent to m and the theorem follows by noting that l»o~i-(Z)-(%). Applying Theorem 7.1 and the above definitions to the modified over presentation P*, we obtain Corollary 7.1.
Ä(P*)r" = A(P*)T" ■ D(P*)rn is equivalent to [M C\"_1+"J, and A(P*)T" is equivalent to [M O* "_,]. D
We see, by analogy with (7.2) above, that (7.3) for z = 1,2,...,p., the z'th column of A(P0) is multiplied by (1 -xf*) = (1 -t¡) to get the z'th column of Ä(P0); other columns are unchanged.
These theorems have shown that the structure of the first homology group, of an abelian covering of a link, can be computed by an algorithm easily expressible in ordinary algebraic terms (without reference to the topology). "Perform a certain algebraic computation, then delete a certain number of linearly dependent columns." When the branched covering space has a finite homology group (as it often does), we may then compute the order of that group, using theorems of §3 which relate elementary divisors of an integer matrix to its eigenvalues. N 8. Properties of the reduced Alexander matrix. Corollary 7.1.1 shows that, when Hx(Mn) is finite, the order T(M^) can be found, using theorems of Chapter I. However, we must prove some additional properties of the reduced Alexander matrix Ä(P*). Now each row of A(P*) or Ä(P*) corresponds to a relator S¡ or R¡ ¡ and each column to a generator £, or ak ,. To stress this correspondence, we name the rows after the relators, the columns after the generators, and call dR/dy the (R, y^-entry.
Further, we rearrange rows and columns of A(P*) so that the first p rows are 5,-rows and the first jti columns are ^-columns. (1) The S ¡-row is divisible by 1 -/,; (2) the i-k-column is divisible by I -tk; (3) the sum of the S¡-rows is 0; (4) the sum of the £k-columns is 0.
Proof. (1) follows from Proposition 6.2(4), (5), and (7.2); (2) follows from (7.2); (3) is a consequence of (6) and (8) (3), and hence the (RJk, aJk)-entry of Ä(P*)P, which = 1, is the only nonzero element in the Rjk-row. Therefore, Ä(P*)P contains an identity matrix of order v -vK -d, and d zero rows and columns, showing that Ä(P*)P is similar to, and also equivalent to, the matrix Ä(PJt) © /"_" _d © Odd. (2) The purpose of this section is to describe the product of the eigenvalues of the matrix J(P*y" = Ä(P*y" in terms of values assumed by the modified Alexander polynomial AL, for any abelian representation it: G(L) -» §(./"). 'n ix,i=ALAoyi)f-=|Äi(««I),f(«2),....fK))i. i=i (1) and (2) ,7) ). Then A,, A2,. . . ,An" are exactly X(XX),. . . ,X(\/, X{2\.. .,X(2\...,X\n),...,A(;» in some order.
Proof. Since all the matrices of the image t<DH commute, there exists a matrix P which simultaneously diagonalizes them all. For that P and for any g G Ap,
Therefore, This section attempts to clarify the relationships among alternative definitions of "/z-sheeted cyclic covering of a link L", each of which generalizes the well-defined notion of "cyclic covering of a knot". The ambiguity has seldom been emphasized, or even described, because each individual paper on coverings of links has usually been concerned with only one definition.
We provide five definitions for cyclic covering of a link, and show that they are all equivalent in case p = 1. Examples show that they are all distinct, even when p -2.
We apply the more specific terms, defined in Definitions 11.1-11.5 below, to either an abelian branched covering M or the associated representation co. Hosokawa and Kinoshita proved in [17] , by methods much simpler than ours, a result equivalent to our main Theorem 10.1 as specialized to a cyclic covering in the narrowest of these five senses. Their methods and results can in fact be broadened slightly, but our examples show that their methods cannot be extended even as far as the broader definitions of cyclic coverings. Remark. An equivalent definition of ¿-cyclic would be |/zz,| = |w2|= ■■• = |wj=/z. Definition 11.4. M and co are singly-cyclic if some meridian is covered in M by a single circle, i.e., if some w, has order n. Definition 11.5. M and co are monodromy-cyclic (or 91t-cyclic) if the monodromygroup 911 is cyclic.
The following propositions are evident from the definitions.
Proposition 11.1. Every S-cyclic covering is AS-cyclic; every AS-cyclic covering is ¡¡-cyclic; every ^-cyclic covering is singly-cyclic and every singly-cyclic covering is ■DIL-cyclic. Note that all these orders are distinct, so the coverings are surely different 3-manifolds. Also, Example 1 is 91L-cyclic but not singly-cyclic, Example 2 is singly-cyclic but not ¿-cyclic, Example 3 is AS-cyclic but not S-cyclic, and Example 4 is S-cyclic. Note that Example 5 is singly-cyclic but not meridian-cyclic, Example 6 is meridian-cyclic but not almost-strictly-cyclic, Example 7 is almost-strictly-cyclic but not strictly-cyclic, and Example 8 is strictly-cyclic; again, all four coverings are nonhomeomorphic.
These eight examples show that all five definitions of "cyclic covering" are distinct whenever p 3* 2.
12. Z-homology spheres as abelian coverings. As an interesting application of our main theorem, we will consider a Z-homology sphere that is obtained as an abelian covering space of a link. One such example was given by Seifert where £ and tj are, respectively, a primitive r,-th and a primitive rth root of unity, and the last factor is the product over 1 < a < r¡, 1 < b < r¡. Let p be a prime divisor of r¡.
Since A0(x, I) = (1 + x + ■ ■ ■ +;rJ"';l_1)A,.(jc) (see [23] ), it follows that (1) of Theorem 12.2 will surely be satisfied by an abelian covering which is a direct product of cyclic coverings of arbitrary orders. Furthermore, every proper sublink of Kß is a torus link Kv v for some v < p, and each component is unknotted, so that condition (2) is also likely to be satisfied. Thus, one might hope to produce a Z-homology sphere by constructing a suitable abelian direct-product covering of K . Indeed, the example given by Seifert in [21] is of this type. However, it is possible to find a link which is not a torus link of type (p, p) and which nevertheless has a Z-homology sphere as an abelian covering; we provide an example L.
Let K0 be the figure-eight knot and let <p: G(K0) -» D5 C S(/10) be the maximal (regular) dihedral representation of G(K0). Such a representation exists. Then the branched covering space M^ of K0 associated with cf> is a 3-sphere [3] and K0 is covered by a link L0 of 5 components, each of which is unknotted. Any three or fewer components of L0 form a torus link of type (k, k) but the 4-component sublinks of L0, though all isotopic, are not torus links. We choose for L one of those 4-component sublinks. Since AL(/,, t2, t3, t4) = (txt2 -t3t4)(txt3 -t2t4), it is easy to show that | HX(M^) |= 1 for the abelian direct product tt = ttx X tt2 X tt3 X tt4: -S(/2 XJ, X J5 X J-¡). (We thank Professor Bürde for suggesting this example.)
It seems probable that suitable abelian coverings of L0 may also produce Zhomology spheres. Indeed, we conjecture that Z-homology spheres may occur as abelian coverings of the link L produced by the above construction, even using an arbitrary two-bridged knot K in place of the figure-eight knot.
Since any two components of such an L have linking number +1 or -1 [4], condition (1) in Theorem 12.2 is surely satisfied. We also note that the torus link of type (a, a) may be obtained from the two-bridged knot of type («, 1) by this same construction. The well-known Corollary 14.1.2 (which appears, for example, in [7] ) implies that there is little additional information in the homology groups of U" in case p = 1 ; the U" are manifolds with boundary, and thus more difficult to study than the M", so it is natural that they have been less studied heretofore. However, when the conditions óf Theorem 14.1 are not satisfied, the structure of U" is often very rich, and may contain much additional information. Theorem 14.2. //co is nondivisive and | HX(MV) \ < oo, then t(u")=-!-• n Ät(fi«"fM2,...,f«j,
where notation is as above and E(u), the prolixity of the representation co, is an integer in the range 1 < £(co) < n^2.
Since T(U") must be an integer, this last theorem promises to impose new restrictions on the Alexander polynomials of links in S3, and may shed light on the problem of characterizing those polynomials.
